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Abstract—This paper proposes, for the first time, a transmis-
sion line synthesis approach to extending the bandwidth of light-
emitting diodes (LEDs) in the context of high capacity visible
light communications links. As opposed to the more traditional
pre-distortion, amplitude equalisation or driver circuitry based
approaches, the extension in bandwidth is achieved by incor-
porating the LED diffusion capacitance into a pseudo-artificial
transmission line (p-ATL) cell with significantly improved trans-
mission and cut-off properties. With the proposed technique, we
show the possibility of achieving close to 400% improvement
in bandwidth with studies based on a verified LED equivalent
model. It is envisaged that the proposed approach will enable
bespoke driver circuits based on the individual characteristics
of LEDs, while combination with existing bandwidth extension
schemes can lead to further improvement.

Index Terms—Visible light communication; light emitting
diodes; bandwidth extension; transmission line synthesis

I. INTRODUCTION

Visible light communications (VLC) is an emerging tech-
nology that has become the focus of enormous attention in
recent years [14, 22, 33]. VLC operates on the principle of in-
tensity modulation and direct detection of visible wavelengths
using light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and silicon photodetectors,
respectively. One of the most interesting applications for VLC
is as an access network in a converged multi-technology 5G
domain [2, 9, 25, 31], where existing radio-frequency technolo-
gies such as Wi-Fi can be complemented by high-speed, low
latency optical signals. The key motivation for this is rooted
in the impending capacity crunch, where it is envisaged that
demand for data, particularly to users indoors, will vastly
outstrip the available spectra. In [1], it is envisaged that
> 30 EB/month will be required to satisfy end users by
2020 and hence, new areas of the electromagnetic spectrum
are being investigated for high-speed communications service
provisioning. VLC is one of the most promising candidates
due to its wide, license-free spectrum (380–780 nm), low
capital expenditure and ability to provide simultaneous room
illumination as well as data communications capabilities.

The main drawback to VLC, however, is the modulation
bandwidth of LEDs, which is often limited to just several
MHz [?, 12]. In general, the high power LEDs used for room
illumination are based on a black-emitting GaN semiconductor
with a colour converting phosphor that spreads some of the

energy to yellowish wavelengths, resulting in aggregated white
light illumination. There are two fundamental processes that
limit the overall device bandwidths; the carrier lifetime and
the RC time constant, connected to the diffusion capacitance
of the diode [5]; and the slow temporal response of the
colour converting phosphor [18]. Another key limitation of
LEDs is their inherently non-linear electro-optic response,
meaning transmitted signals must be carefully designed to
avoid clipping or distortion [6].

To provide high bandwidths and subsequently, high capacity
links, several methods have been proposed. These include
(i) signal pre-distortion [15], (ii) post-distortion [17], (iii)
amplitude equalization [13, 15], (iv) application of driver cir-
cuitry that reduces pulse decay time [?, 28] and (v) digital
equalisation [12]. Techniques (i)–(iii) aim to simply reduce
the capacitance of the device through high-pass filtering at
different stages of the link. While these approaches have been
demonstrated to support high transmission speeds, they are not
generic and are normally designed on a trial-and-error basis.
These methods are also often accompanied by a significant
power penalty, as shown in Fig. 5 of [11], that directly impacts
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). On the other hand, in technique
(v), the residual inter-symbol interference induced by out-of-
band transmission is calculated and mitigated systematically,
however high performance digital equalisers can be computa-
tionally expensive and are not always suitable for any given
application.

In this paper, we propose an LED modulation-bandwidth
extension technique based on distributed transmission line
synthesis for the first time. The technique involves incorpo-
rating the LED diffusion capacitance into a pseudo-artificial
transmission line (p-ATL) cell using series inductors and
terminating with a resistor. The p-ATL may be designed to
exhibit significantly improved transmission and cut-off prop-
erties. Importantly, as VLC evolves, there are numerous LED
technologies emerging, such as µLEDs [30], polymer LEDs
(PLEDs) [10] and resonant cavity LEDs (RC-LEDs) [29], all
of which have distinct characteristics. The proposed approach
will enable bespoke driver circuits based on the individual
characteristics of the LEDs, while combination with existing
bandwidth extension schemes can lead to further improvement.
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Fig. 1. A simplified LED small signal equivalent circuit.
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Fig. 2. LED equivalent circuit with Cd incorporated into a p-ATL cell.

The outline of this paper is as follows: section II describes
the proposed design concept and sets out the theoretical and
analytical bases. In section III, the technique is demonstrated
in simulation using an equivalent LED model reported in [5].
Section IV concludes the paper.

II. DESIGN CONCEPT

In Fig. 1 a single pole simplified equivalent circuit of an
LED is shown [5, 6] where Cd is the diffusion capacitance,
Rd is the small signal dynamic (differential) resistance and
Rs accounts for the series resistance from the ohmic contact
and device material [26]. From analysis of Fig 1, the input
impedance Zin of the LED is derived to be

Zin = Rs +
Rd

1 + jωRdCd
. (1)

The LED exhibits low-pass filter properties, which are
reflected in its equivalent circuit. At fixed bias, a reasonable
approximation of the LED modulation bandwidth can be made
based on its relation to RC time constant τ , (τ corresponds
to the LED recombination time constant τc [26]) as

fc =
1

2πτc
=

1

2πCdRd
. (2)

The shunt capacitance Cd maybe incorporated into a p-ATL
cell using series inductance, with the aim of distributing the

effect of the shunt capacitance more uniformly and across
a wider passband. This approach to bandwidth extension
is inspired by the techniques of distributed amplifier (DA)
design [32], which have historically and recently led to record
broadband amplifier bandwidths [3, 4, 7, 8]. The design of
the p-ATL cell follows the design of the input and output
transmission lines of a single stage DA [19–21] and is based
on the image parameter filter design method [16, 24].

To achieve the desired distributed capacitance effect, an
inductance Ld is introduced at the input terminal of the LED
(as shown in Fig. 2), based on the image impedance (Zo)
relation for a lossless ATL, which is given by

Zo =

√
L

C

(
1− ω2LC

4

)
, (3)

with the cut-off frequency of the ATL (fc−ATL) given by:

fc−ATL =
ωc

2π
=

1

π
√
LC

, (4)

where L represents the series inductance required to achieve
a distributed effect, C is the shunt capacitance (which in our
case corresponds to the LED diffusion capacitance Cd), ω is
the angular frequency and ωc is the angular cut-off frequency
[23, 32]. From (3), the value of L is conventionally chosen as
the product of C and the square of the DC value of Zo [32].
The terminating resistance RTERM is conventionally chosen
as the DC value of Zo to achieve a broadband match.

It may be observed from Fig. 2 that a current divider circuit
is formed between the LED and the sum of RTERM and
the reactance of Ld, which reduces the effective LED drive
current. Hence, as Rd and Cd are dependent on bias, the ATL
needs to be designed at the parameters corresponding to the
effective LED drive current.

However, for the proposed application, the lossless assump-
tion commonly adopted in ATL synthesis is invalid due to the
presence of Rd and Rs. Furthermore, the parallel combination
of (Rd+Rs) and RTERM also impacts Zo, such that RTERM

does not provide an image impedance match even at low
frequencies.

The input impedance of the LED with distributed input Z∗
in,

as shown in Fig. 2 is derived as

Z∗
in =

[
Rs +

(
Rd

1 + jωRdCd

)]
//(jωLs +RTERM ), (5)

which on expansion becomes (6).

Z∗
in =

RTERM (Rs +Rd) + jω(RsRdRTERMCd + Ld(Rs +Rd))− ω2RsRdLdCd

RTERM + (Rs +Rd) + jω(Ld+RsRdCd +RdRTERMCd)− ω2RdCdLd
. (6)

There are two main observations from (5): firstly, the
frequency response and cut-off behaviour of the LED is no
longer solely dependent on the RC time constant of the LED
such that by appropriate choice of the p-ATL impedance Zo

(with corresponding values of Ld and RTERM ), significant
bandwidth improvement may be achieved. The second obser-
vation is that at DC, Z∗

in = (RS + Rd)//RTERM , which
is lower than Zin in (1); such that while there is a gain in



bandwidth, there is an associated loss in impedance magnitude.
The effect of the sacrifice of impedance magnitude for

wider bandwidth on a VLC system would be a reduction
in the optical power and output light intensity of the LED,
such that while the modulation bandwidth improves, the
power-bandwidth product does not improve commensurately.
However, trading optical power for bandwidth is hardly a
demerit in VLC, as these systems generally have low overall
power consumption and high optical power outputs [26].
Moreover, considering Shannon’s capacity equation C =
B log2(1 + SNR), it may be observed that while capacity
increases linearly with increasing bandwidth, it only increases
with the logarithm of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [27].
Hence, the gain-bandwidth trade-off is beneficial insofar as
the decrease in power output is not sufficiently large as to
limit improvement in overall capacity.

III. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

To illustrate the effect of the p-ATL input technique so far
described, Fig. 3 compares the input impedance of an LED
with two cases in which the proposed technique is applied:
Zo = Zin, and Zo = Zin/2, assuming equal effective current
drive LED parameters. LED equivalent model parameters
derived and verified in [5] are employed. These parameters
are presented in Table I with the values derived at 2 mA drive
current selected for this study.

As reported in [5], the LED equivalent circuit model on
its own has a predicted and verified 3-db cut-off frequency of
18.7 MHz. In the first case, where the distributed transmission
line is designed at Zo = Zin, a threefold improvement in
bandwidth is predicted, while the input impedance reduces
by ~50% which agrees with (5). In the second case (i.e.
Zo = Zin/2), there is a further improvement in bandwidth of
65% which translates to ~400% overall improvement in input
impedance bandwidth compared to the LED performance at
66.7% overall loss in impedance magnitude.

To further demonstrate the utility of the proposed concept,
we compare the response of the LED with the two application
cases of the proposed technique as previously described (i.e.
Zo = Zin, and Zo = Zin/2) to a 100 MHz modulating
current. Again, the LED equivalent circuit parameters at 2 mA
presented in [5] are adopted. Towards minimising the peaking
effect observed in Fig 3, we also reduce the distributing
inductance to Ld/2 in both application cases. Results of this
comparison is presented in Fig. 4.

From Fig. 4, we see that the current id closely follows the
profile of Zin in both cases where the distributing inductance

Table I
LED MODEL PARAMETERS AT VARIOUS DRIVE CURRENTS [5]

Ib (mA) Rs(Ω) Rd(Ω) Cd(nF)
1 1.6 28.4 0.342
2 1.6 14.4 0.59
5 1.6 6.0 1.33
10 1.6 3.0 2.67
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Fig. 3. Comparison of input impedance magnitude with the 3-dB bandwidth
anotated.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of normalised current id through the LED (dashed lines
for inductance at Ld/2 to reduce peaking).

is kept at Ld. In the cases in which distributing inductance of
Ld/2 is used, we notice a flatter gain profile, indication of a
more uniform group delay and less signal distortion. This is
significant, as by optimising the value of Ld we may mitigate
the challenge arising from the inherent non-linear modulation
characteristics of LEDs as described in [6].

IV. CONCLUSION

We have described an LED-bandwidth extension approach
based on transmission line synthesis. The proposed technique
involves incorporating the bandwidth limiting diffusion (shunt)
capacitance of the LED into a pseudo-artificial transmission
line (p-ATL) cell with series inductance and terminating with
a resistor, based on the image impedance filter design method.



The p-ATL can be designed for significantly improved cut-off,
with 400% improvement presented in this paper, from studies
based on a verified LED equivalent model. An added merit is
the potential for achieving a flatter frequency response profile
which correlates to a more uniform group delay and less signal
distortion. It is expected that the proposed approach will enable
bespoke driver circuits based on the individual characteristics
of LEDs, while combination with existing bandwidth exten-
sion schemes can link to further improvement.
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